Cherry-picking functionally relevant substates from long md trajectories using a stratified sampling approach.
Classical Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations can provide insights at the nanoscopic scale into protein dynamics. Currently, simulations of large proteins and complexes can be routinely carried out in the ns-μs time regime. Clustering of MD trajectories is often performed to identify selective conformations and to compare simulation and experimental data coming from different sources on closely related systems. However, clustering techniques are usually applied without a careful validation of results and benchmark studies involving the application of different algorithms to MD data often deal with relatively small peptides instead of average or large proteins; finally clustering is often applied as a means to analyze refined data and also as a way to simplify further analysis of trajectories. Herein, we propose a strategy to classify MD data while carefully benchmarking the performance of clustering algorithms and internal validation criteria for such methods. We demonstrate the method on two showcase systems with different features, and compare the classification of trajectories in real and PCA space. We posit that the prototype procedure adopted here could be highly fruitful in clustering large trajectories of multiple systems or that resulting especially from enhanced sampling techniques like replica exchange simulations.